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1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose of this Document

This document notes differences between the delivered Oracle Change Management Pack 2.0.4
product and its documented functionality.  It also includes information on the Oracle Change
Management Pack documentation, and late-breaking information concerning this production release.

1.2. Restricted Rights Legend

This software contains proprietary information of Oracle Corporation; it is provided under a license
agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure and is also protected by copyright law.
Reverse engineering of software is prohibited.



If this software/documentation is delivered to a U.S. Government Agency of the Department of
Defense, then it is delivered with Restricted Rights and the following legend is applicable:

RESTRICTED RIGHTS LEGEND: Use, duplication, or disclosure of the Programs by the
Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in subparagraph (c)(1)(ii) of DFARS 252.227-
7013, Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software (October 1988).

Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065.

If this software/documentation is delivered to a U.S. Government Agency not within the Department
of Defense, then it is delivered with "Restricted Rights," as defined in FAR 52.227-14, Rights in
Data - General, including Alternate III (June 1987).

Product components labeled or bannered as "Beta" or "Pre-Production" releases are provided to the
customer with the understanding that they are beta versions and should be used accordingly.

The information in this document is subject to change without notice. If you find any problems in the
documentation, please report them to us in writing. Oracle Corporation does not warrant that this
document is error free.

Oracle’s Advanced Networking Option can be used with Oracle Enterprise Manager version 2.0.4 for
the sole purpose of managing Oracle products free of charge.

ORACLE, ORACLE7, ORACLE8, ORACLE8i, Oracle Enterprise Manager, SQL*Plus, SQLDBA,
and Server Manager are registered trademarks of Oracle Corporation. Oracle Change Management
Pack is a trademark of Oracle Corporation. All other product or company names are used for
identification purposes only, and may be trademarks of their respective owners.

2.        Installation and Configuration

2.1 Installation

2.1.1 All beta kits for the Oracle Tuning Pack, Oracle Diagnostics Pack, and Oracle Change Management
Pack must be de-installed prior to installing this production release of the Oracle Change
Management Pack.

2.1.2 Installing the Oracle Change Management Pack will upgrade your Oracle Enterprise Manager
installation to the required version 2.0.4.  Note: Oracle Enterprise Manager 2.0.4 should not be
installed into any other existing oracle_home.  Create a separate oracle_home for Oracle
Enterprise Manager 2.0.4.

2.2 Configuration

2.2.1 DBA privileges are required for the account with preferred credentials which you use to execute the
scripts generated from any of the Oracle Change Management Pack applications.

2.2.2 The Oracle Change Management Pack applications may not start up or function properly if there is
insufficient virtual memory.

2.2.3 The Oracle Change Management Pack requires that your tnsnames.ora entries include entries for the
databases that you wish to select for your source or destination databases. To update your
tnsnames.ora file select  System -> Update TNSNAMES Entries from the Enterprise Manager
Console.

2.3 Compatibility



2.3.1 Oracle Database Compatibility Matrix

The following matrix lists the compatibility of the Oracle Change Management Pack Release 2.0.4
with specific releases of the Oracle Server. If a component is certified to run with a specific server
release, then a "yes" is placed for that entry.

                   ORACLE SERVER

F e a t u r e 7.3.x 8.0.x 8.1.5
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Oracle Change yes yes yes
Management Pack
--------------------------------------------------------------------

3. Documentation and Help

3.1 The Oracle Enterprise Manager products provide online documentation in HTML format.

3.2       The Oracle Enterprise Manager products provide online context-sensitive help.  You can  access
online help for a product in multiple ways:

• Use the Help menu.  The Contents page lists the major help topics by title. The Index page
lists topics by key words. To determine all of the help topics that contain a particular word,
search for the word using the Find page (for Windows applications) or by using the Help
Search page for the Java applications and all Oracle Change Management Pack applications.
To display the Help Search page, choose the Search option on the Oracle Help for Java help
system’s Tools menu.

Note regarding the Java help system: When you double-click on a topic on the help system’s
Contents page, the topic is displayed in the help system’s Help Topic window, which is
normal behavior.  However, if the topic you are viewing occurs in more than one place in the
Contents page tree, the lowest occurrence of the topic in the tree is  automatically opened and
highlighted on the Contents page.

• Click the mouse on your specific area of interest, then press F1 key.

• If you want help on a particular dialog box, press its Help button.

3.3 In the "Troubleshooting Appendix" of the guide Getting Started with the Oracle Change
Management Pack, Release 2.0, the section "Running Change Management Pack Applications
Without Logging Into an Oracle Management Server" describes how to use the unsupported
NO_OMS property.  The NO_OMS property does not work as documented; it will not be possible to
run Change Manager applications without an Oracle Management Server in this release.

3.4 The documentation for the Change Management Pack may refer to the Oracle Auto-Analyze product
in the Oracle Tuning Pack. This product is not available in the Oracle Tuning Pack for Oracle
Enterprise Manager release 2.0.

4. General Oracle Change Management Pack

This section discusses items that may be found in multiple Oracle Change Management Pack
applications.



4.1 Caveats

4.1.1 If  an Oracle Change Management Pack application is hung or has not started, you can stop the
process jre.exe (see caution), from the NT Task Manager.

CAUTION:  There may be several processes named jre.exe. The Enterprise Manager Console, the
Management Server, and other Enterprise Manager applications might also create
processes running  jre.exe.

4.1.2 Unpredictable results may occur if multiple Oracle Change Management Pack applications edit the
same change plan or generate and execute scripts simultaneously.

4.1.3 The Partitions page is displayed whether or not the source database version supports partitions, when
an exemplar’s attributes (for a table or index) are displayed in Plan Manager, DB Capture, and DB
Propagate.

4.1.4 Inconsequential differences may occur during object comparison due to trailing spaces or quoted
names introduced into various object definition fields during plan creation and script generation.

4.1.5 Temporary plans with names that start with "ASM$" may display in the navigator tree after abnormal
circumstances (such as application termination via Task Manager). These plans may be deleted using
Plan Manager. (bug 780789 and 790015)

4.1.6 DB Capture includes all tables, views, and indexes in a schema if you instruct it to do so. These
include the view, table, and index associated with a snapshot, and the table associated with a
snapshot log. If you then use the resulting baseline as the source of a comparison followed by a
synchronization, the synchronization script will attempt to create the snapshot or snapshot log as well
as the objects associated with it.  Since creation of the snapshot or snapshot log automatically creates
the associated objects, the script will fail with an "object-already-exists" error.  To work around this
problem, identify the associated objects and remove them from the synchronization. (bug 766441)

4.1.7 If a source or destination database name is not in your tnsnames.ora file, a Change Manager
application will be unable to connect to it even though the Enterprise Manager Console has
discovered it and can connect to it.  While it attempts to connect, the Change Manager application
may appear to be hung for several seconds.  When the attempt fails, a message box appears and you
can continue using the application. (bug 784327)

4.1.8 When you propagate a tablespace to a different database, Change Manager does not verify the
existence of the directory specified for the tablespace’s datafile(s), nor does it check if any datafile in
the tablespace is already in use by another tablespace.  If the directory does not exist, the script will
fail.  If a specified datafile is already in use by another database, including the destination database,
the script may corrupt that database.   Therefore use extreme caution when propagating tablespaces.
There is no way to change a datafile specification in a tablespace exemplar. (bug 630628 and
643516)

4.1.9 A script that creates a datafile when it propagates a tablespace does not remove the datafile if you
Undo the script.  The impact report does not issue a warning.  Attempting to run the script again after
it has been undone results in an error since the datafile already exists. The work around is to remove
the datafile manually and then rerun the script.

4.1.10 When displaying changed or different SQL or PL/SQL text (as in views, functions, and trigger
definitions), Plan Manager, DB Alter, DB Quick Change, and DB Diff initially display only a single
line of text.  You can enlarge the display row vertically to display all the text.

4.2 Known Problems



4.2.1 When using a directive to modify an object having partitioned storage, you cannot use the Split
Partition menu to split a partition.

4.2.2 If you create a directive for a snapshot from an Oracle7 source, you will not see fields specific to
Oracle8 snapshots when editing the directive.

4.2.3 If a snapshot uses a specific master rollback segment, there is no way to set it back to using the
default master rollback segment.

4.2.4 Propagating a snapshot from an Oracle8 source to an Oracle7 destination is not supported.

4.2.5 You cannot use a table directive to set a numeric column’s size and precision to default values (that
is, the equivalent of "NUMBER" instead of "NUMBER(n,n)"); you must specify valid values for size
and precision or no changes will be made.  Similarly, when using a directive to add a numeric
column, you must specify size and precision values, or values of (10,0) will be used.

4.2.6 You cannot specify a local rollback segment for a snapshot unless the snapshot is part of a refresh
group, or the change operation generated by the Oracle Change Management Pack will make the
snapshot part of a refresh group.  If you specify a local rollback segment, the Oracle Change
Management Pack generates SQL that appears correct, but the script may fail with an error message
that does not clearly pinpoint the problem.  If this occurs, edit the change request to eliminate the
local rollback segment specification.

4.2.7 A directive for a snapshot log created on a table that does not have a primary key can remove the
snapshot log’s ROWID refresh method.  The resulting script fails although the impact report indicates
no problem. (bug 789411)

4.2.8 In the Enterprise Manager Console, drag-and-drop operations that invoke Plan Manager do not
appropriately limit the nodes onto which an object can be dropped, or highlight these target nodes
consistently.  You must be careful to drop objects only into folders that contain that type of object.
(bug 788031, 788020, and 788023)

4.2.9 There is no help available from the login dialog boxes for all applications other than Plan Manager.
On Plan Manager’s login dialog, the Help button shows the Enterprise Manager login information,
not Change Management Pack information. (bug 788219)

4.2.10 If you  remove a database which was specified as a source database in an existing plan from the
Oracle Enterprise Manager Console, when you run DB Alter or DB Propagate the database which
you removed is still displayed in the list of discovered nodes.  (bug 812626)

5. Script Generation and Execution

5.1 Caveats

5.1.1 Schema mapping is not applied to SQL or PL/SQL definitions of views, check constraints, triggers
and so on.  For example, if a schema mapping XXX->YYY exists, references to schema XXX in a
view definition are not changed to YYY.

5.1.2 If you create an Oracle Enterprise Manager entry for a database service without fully qualifying the
name (e.g., "xyzzy" instead of "xyzzy.world", script execution may fail with a message like the
following:

oralogon: oralogon failed in orlon

If this occurs, remove the Oracle Enterprise Manager database service entry and re-enter it in fully-
qualified form.  Generally speaking, the destination name must exactly match the entry in your



tnsnames.ora file (including case) for script execution to work.

5.1.3 Scripts created by Oracle Change Management Pack may fail for a number of reasons.  Some failures
are for operational causes, such as database unavailability or lack of temporary space.  A script may
also fail if the Oracle Change Management Pack does not detect an invalid attribute value or
combination of values during change request creation or script generation.  If a script does fail to
execute because of invalid attribute values, use the diagnostic message to determine the specific
problem, then correct the problem in the change request.

5.1.4 Problems may occur when a script is executed that performs operations on snapshots.

Change Manager operations on snapshots do not check for the existence, or the required state of, the
master table or the snapshot log referenced by the snapshot.  This is true even if the master table or
snapshot log is in the same database as the snapshot.  This means that problems may occur when the
script is executed.

Examples of this are:

• Changing the refresh method of a snapshot from Primary Key to ROWID when the snapshot log does
not support ROWID results in an invalid script.

• Changing the refresh type of a snapshot to FAST when no snapshot log exists on the master table
results in an invalid script.

• When propagating both a snapshot and its master table, the objects may be created in the wrong
order, i.e., snapshot before table.

(bugs 693728, 778903, and 789249)

5.1.5 The FORCE option of the CREATE VIEW statement is not part of the view.  Hence it is not
propagated along with the view.  (The FORCE option allows a view to be created even when its base
tables do not exist or the view’s owner does not have sufficient privileges on the base tables, but the
view remains invalid.)  If you wish to use the FORCE option you may edit the generated script. (bug
648355)

5.2 Known Problems

5.2.1 When propagating a snapshot or modifying one using a directive, the Oracle Change Management
Pack does not check for the existence of the snapshot’s master rollback segment (if specified) at the
master table site.  The workaround is to make sure the master rollback segment exists at the master
table site.  This problem affects Oracle8 Servers only.

5.2.2 When using a database link exemplar for which a password is specified, the Oracle Change
Management Pack has no way of determining the actual password. Instead the pack substitutes a
password of "********". If your change plan contains an exemplar for such a database link, you
must edit the generated script to use the password of your choice.

5.2.3 If you propagate a snapshot from a V7.x database to a V8.x database, the resulting script tries to
create a primary key snapshot (the default for V8 snapshots) instead of a ROWID snapshot (the only
type available for V7 snapshots).  Not only does the refresh method change unexpectedly, but the
propagation will fail unless the snapshot’s master table has a primary key. (bug 790579)

5.2.4  Snapshots will be removed from the source refresh group as they are inserted in the destination
refresh group, if you propagate a refresh group from one schema to another within a database.
Snapshots can exist in at most one refresh group, so this is the correct behavior, however it may be
unexpected, and no warning is issued.  To avoid this situation, propagate the snapshots along with
the refresh group if that is your intention. (bug 790574)

5.2.5 If you propagate a deferred table from a V8.x database to a V7.x database (which does not support



them), the script will fail to execute although the impact report does not indicate a problem.  (bug
790342)

5.2.6 If you generate a script, then change a script option (such as mapping or temporary tablespace), then
execute the script, the application does not prompt you to regenerate the script.  This means you
could run the script without realizing the script option changes you requested were not in effect.  Be
sure to regenerate the script after changing script options. (bug 685123)

5.2.7 If you propagate a clustered table to another schema or database where the table already exists, and
the "Ignore physical attributes" propagation option is not in effect, and there is a difference in storage
values between the clusters used by the source and destination tables, Change Manager incorrectly
interprets this as a difference in the tables and generates an incorrect STORAGE clause for the
ALTER TABLE statement.  It is not possible to change the storage of a clustered table, since its
storage is that of the cluster. (bug 785434)

5.2.8 An impact report may show a "Most Serious Message Level" of WARNING when there are no
warning or error messages.  This occurs when an action on a table, such as adding a column, would
normally result in a warning message but some other action, such as changing its tablespace, results
in the table being dropped and re-created. You can ignore the Warning level. (bug 755004)

5.2.9 Script generation does not detect if a unique or primary key constraint needed by a foreign key
constraint is disabled.  As long as the constraint exists, the generation will not report an error, but the
script will fail if the constraint is disabled.  To fix the problem, use Schema Manager to enable the
constraint, then continue execution of the script. (bug 752875)

5.2.10 Script generation does not check for the ARCHIVELOG mode when the RECOVERABLE keyword
is specified.  The generation will not report an error but the script will fail unless the destination is in
ARCHIVELOG mode.  To fix the problem, turn on ARCHIVELOG mode (if available) or edit the
script to remove the RECOVERABLE keyword. (bug 789258)

5.2.11 During script execution, Change Manager may lose track of the last step completed if the destination
database crashes or the user interrupts execution at just the wrong time.  If this occurs, an attempt to
Undo the execution will not start with the last completed step.  Should this occur, the following
procedure will correct the problem:

1. Obtain the script ID from the script by editing the script and copying the long number in the
line "set SCRIPTID nnnnnnnn".

2. At the destination database, in the schema of the user executing the script (that is, the user in
the destination’s preferred credentials), find the table VBZ$JOB_TABLE_SID and examine
the row whose script_id equals the script ID obtained above.

3. If the problem occurred while executing in the forward direction, decrement the value of
last_step by 1.  If the problem occurred while executing in the reverse direction (Undo) then
increment last_step by 1.  Commit the change. It should now be possible to continue with
script execution or Undo. (bug 782142)

5.2.12 Script generation does not detect an attempt to propagate a user or role holding a V8-only system
privilege such as CREATE ANY TYPE to a V7 database.  The resulting script will fail to execute.
The workaround is to locate the exemplar for the user in the plan and remove the V8-only system
privilege from the grants page, and then regenerate the script. (bug 787008)

5.2.13 The following changes to a snapshot log result in scripts that execute correctly in the forward
direction but not backwards (i.e., the changes cannot be undone):
• Adding a filter column.
• Making a primary key snapshot log also a ROWID snapshot log.

(bug 786161 and 786152)



5.2.14 Certain types of ERROR-level generation problems do not prevent execution of the script.  These
typically involve duplicate or redundant objects, for example, two indexes on the same column list or
cluster.  In these cases, script execution is not disabled but the script will not execute successfully.

5.2.15 In a V7.3.x RDBMS, any Change Management Pack operation that causes a snapshot log’s master
table to be dropped and re-created (such as changing the tablespace or owner) also causes the
snapshot log to be dropped and re-created. However, the generated script also attempts to drop and
re-create the trigger on the table that is associated with the snapshot log. This fails because the trigger
is automatically dropped and re-created by dropping and re-creating the snapshot log. To work
around this problem, edit the script to remove the steps that drop and re-create the trigger. A V8.x
RDBMS snapshot log has no associated trigger and is therefore not affected by this problem. (bug
820216)

6. Plan Manager

6.1 Known Problem

6.1.1 If Plan Manager is running a long script and you leave the Run page and then return to it, you do not
see the progress of the script execution until the script finishes, and the state of the execution control
buttons is incorrect. (bug 687631)

7. DB Propagate

7.1 Known Problem

7.1.1 If you use DB Propagate to continue work on a previously-created change plan, any changes you
make to the propagation options on page 6 are ignored when you generate the new script.  Use Plan
Manager to change propagation options if necessary. (bug 785539)

8. DB Diff

8.1 Known Problems

8.1.1 When viewing the full definitions of users and roles compared in DB Diff, the property pages do not
show information for grants. You may use the security manager to view the full definitions.

8.2 Hints

8.2.1 To compare the characteristics of two users having different names, you can use a schema map to
equate the two users. To do this, you must specify at least one schema object type to compare, then
filter out all schemas from the comparison.  This method avoids comparing schema objects in
addition to the users.

9. Currently Unsupported Database Features and Attributes

Note:  The "Objects Supported by Oracle Change Management Pack Applications" section of the
Getting Started with the Oracle Change Management Pack manual lists the database objects
supported in this release of the Oracle Change Management Pack. All features for the listed
database object types are supported except as described in this section.

This section describes:

• Unsupported database features



• Partially supported database attributes
• Unsupported database attributes

Future releases will provide support for these Oracle features and attributes.

9.1 Unsupported Database Features

The database features that are currently not supported are listed below.

Unsupported object-oriented features:

• object tables
• nested tables
• index only tables
• object views

Snapshots that are not read-only are not currently supported.

Note:  If you create a change plan that references an object with unsupported features, a diagnostic
message will be displayed when you generate a script to alert you to the unsupported feature.

An object with unsupported features can become part of a plan when you:

• create an exemplar for an object with any of the unsupported features
• request an operation that forces the dropping and/or creation of such an object (for example, you

ask to rename a schema that contains an object  table)
• create a directive for an object with any of the unsupported features or that attempts to modify

the object to have any of the unsupported features

DB Capture and DB Diff will capture objects and compare them, but some attributes of the
unsupported features, such as nested tables, are ignored.

9.2 Partially Supported Database Attributes

Some attributes are supported except that you cannot compose a directive that refers to these
attributes. Thus, you can use DB Capture and DB Diff to capture and compare these attributes and
you can use exemplars to reproduce these attributes elsewhere. However, you cannot modify these
attributes using a directive.

Partially supported database attributes:

• column-level grants
(for example, granting the SELECT privilege on a single column in a table)

• for a table constraint:
• [NOT] DEFERRABLE
• EXCEPTIONS INTO <table>
• CACHE/NOCACHE

• for a cluster:
• CACHE/NOCACHE

• for a synonym, cannot refer to a:
• snapshot



• package
• package body objects

9.3 Unsupported Database Attributes

Some database attributes are unsupported in this release of Oracle Change Management Pack, which
means:

• These attributes are not captured by DB Capture
• DB Diff does not detect differences between objects that include these attributes
• When reproducing an object that includes these attributes, the new object will not include these

attributes
• When dropping and recreating an object that includes these attributes,  (for example, to

eliminate a table column) the object will not be properly recreated

The unsupported database attributes are:

•  for a database link:
•  SHARED
•  AUTHENTICATED BY

•  STORAGE clause
•  BUFFER_POOL

• CREATE SNAPSHOT statement
• CLUSTER clause
• table partitioning information
• PARALLEL clause
• USING INDEX clause
• REFRESH USING clause

• CREATE SNAPSHOT LOG statement
• table partitioning information
• PARALLEL clause

• NOLOGGING attribute on:
• snapshot logs
• tables


